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Abstract

Exocytosis is an essential process in all eukaryotic cells
that allows communication in cells through vesicles which
contain a wide range of intracellular molecules such as
hormones, matrix proteins and neurotransmitters. Recent
studies have shown this process is regulated by molecular
interactions among a group of well defined and conserved
proteins. To gain insight into the dynamics of these inter-
actions, we use protein interaction network modeling to
investigate exocytotic system (particularly in endocrine)
computationally and mathematically . The protein interac-
tions are formulated into ordinary differential equations
(ODE). We then apply a novel mathematic approach to
estimate model parameters from experimental data for
SNAREs-only network (with three key proteins), which is
a subset of this system. Our approach is able to sense
temporal changes in protein concentration and ratios of
multiple proteins and precisely reconstruct the dynamical
process of exocytosis, including vesicle docking, priming
and fusion. Additionally, the model suggests that initial
concentration ofsynaptic proteins plays a crucial role in ef-
ficiency ofvesicle fusion, based on system stability analysis.

Keywords: SNARE proteins, exocytosis, fusion, mathe-
matical modeling, protein interaction network, stability
analysis

1. Introduction

Exocytosis is the fundamental physiological process that
leads the traffic of vesicles to bind to and fuse with
the plasma membrane, thereby releasing its vesicle con-
tents into targeted cells that control many cellular pro-

* Equal contribution.
t corresponding authors.

cesses, including endocrine, exocrine and neurotransmis-
sion. It forms the underpinning mechanism of cell to cell
communication in multicellular organisms by means of a
wide range of extracellular signals. Efforts made by ge-
netic, biochemical, structural, and functional studies to un-
ravel exocytosis show that it occurs in multiple steps in-
cluding vesicle trafficking, docking, priming and fusion
[24] which are mediated by a series of protein interac-
tions among cytoskeletal, secretory or synaptic vesicle,
plasma membrane and cytosolic proteins. It is believed that
by forming complexes, SNARE proteins occupy a cen-
tral position in this process which consists of vesicular
(v-)SNARE and target(t-) SNARE protein isoforms, like
VAMP/synaptobrevin, SNAP-25 and syntaxin respectively
[7, 12]. Additionally, members of the Secl/Muncl8 (SM)
protein family are thought to improve the specificity of
SNARE-mediated fusion through different modes of inter-
actions [3, 6, 26]. For the Ca2+ triggers exocytosis, the pro-
tein family synaptotagmin serves as Ca2+ sensor for regu-
lating exocytotic process [4, 5, 15]. Recent work also sug-
gests that the protein, complexin, functions as a clamp to
regulate SNAREs in a fusion-ready manner in response to
sudden calcium influx trigger [10]. These studies are based
on a variety of biological techniques which provide valu-
able insights into exocytosis mechanisms. However, much
of the process remains unknown due to the complexity of
system. Exocytosis has not been investigated from the bi-
ological system point of view. Ashery and his colleagues
proposed a computational platform to model the exocytotic
process [18] . They formulated these protein interactions
into a sequential (feed forward only) interaction pathway,
used ODE to describe the exocytotic system dynamics, and
applied genetic algorithm to estimate model parameters.

In this paper, we present a framework for systemically
modeling the exocytotic process, particularly the fusion
process. As in Ashery's work, we interpret the dynamics
and architecture of the complex system by constructing
ODEs. In contrast to Ashery's work, our work takes feed-
back effect into account and can more realistically and ac-
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curately model these interactions occurring among not only
SNAREs but regulatory proteins as well. It is important to
notice that the concentration of proteins, complexes keeps
changing in both vivo and vitro environments. Hence, our
model includes all of the proteins and complexes to make
it self-contained. We use the techniques of inverse prob-
lem to identify the parameters for the model. Through the
method, we are able to recover the parameters and optimize
them based on limited supporting data. According to [2],
SNAREs-only network carries the fundamental mechanism
for fusion and exocytosis, we therefore mainly study the sta-
bility behavior of this system hereby. Experimental results
based on the computational implementation of our frame-
work show our model can precisely reconstruct biologically
experimental observations, including different fusion effi-
ciency caused by change of SNARE proteins' concentra-
tion and multiple intermediates in SNARE-induced mem-
brane fusion. It also suggests by virtue of stability analy-
sis that the initial concentrations of SNARE proteins play
a crucial role in exocytotic vesicle fusion step with plasma
membrane. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
we start with brief description of our protein interaction net-
work mechanism in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 we formu-
late the biological model into mathematical ODEs. Section
3 gives a brief introduction of the parameter identification
and stability analysis (with numerical experimental results
as well). We conclude our discussion in Section 4.

........h.......

Fig 1. Panorama of protein interaction in complete fusion
process.

2. Mathematical Modeling

2.1. Protein interaction and mechanism

The exocytotic process is a comprehensive combination
of interacting events and independent reactions of well de-
fined proteins (refer to figure 1); so is the fusion process,

one of the most interesting and important part of exocytosis.
Accordingly, the process is able to be transformed into a set
of binary reactions, and suggested by [2, 13], most protein
dynamics are homogeneous, which implies that the effect of
random motion of protein molecules are sufficiently small
to be negligible. We therefore set up the model based on an
ODE system to describe the interaction of proteins and their
intermediate complexes.

The essential elements considered for the mathemati-
cal model are: synaptosome-associated protein of 25 kDa
(SNAP25), syntaxin, vesicle-associated membrane protein
(VAMP2), MUNC18, complexin, synaptotagmin, and Ca2+
ions. The relationship connecting them is considered as a
network, which is shown in the figure 3.

Fig 2. Structure of synaptotagmin. Clearly illustrate the
tandem structure of synaptotagmin family.

The well known foundations [2. 7. 12] for this systematic
processes are the reactions (2.1) and (2.2) as below

SNAP25 + syntaxin -+ tSNARE
k-i

k2
tsanre + VAMP2 _ FHC,

k-2

(2.1)

(2.2)

where FHC stands for four helical bundle, and it has been
suggested that formation of this complex is the main fac-
tor to promote membrane fusion, which is the essential part
of exocytosis. According to [10], function of complexin is
summarized as (2.3) and (2.5), which reflects to its clamp
function

k3
FHC + complexin_ FC

k-3
(2.3)

where FC is a generic notation for the intermediate complex
of FHC and complexin.

Ca2+ is the main or even the only trigger for the initia-
tion of regulated exocytosis in intracellular case. Ca2+ are
released from both external or internal stores [2, 4, 5, 15].
Suggested by [1, 2], the regulation of Ca2+ is executed
through stimulating synaptotagmin; furthermore, the re-
cruitment mechanism for Ca2+ are studied in [11] and it
is known that Ca2+ ions bind the domain in a '1-3' pro-
cess illustrated in the figure 2. A well known mechanism to
characterize the regulatory function of synaptotagmin stim-
ulated by Ca2+ is that it binds with SNARE complexes and
stimulates the fusion (FHC) as suggested by [25].
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Summarizing the above mechanism regarding Ca2+ and
synaptotagmin, the reaction equations read

synaptotagmin + Ca2+ CaS (2.4)
k-4

where CaS stands for the complex of synaptotagmin and
one Ca2+ ion, and

CaS + 3Ca2+ + FC FHC* + complexin (2.5)

CaS+3Ca2 +HC +tSNARE CT

CaS + 3Ca+ + FHC -FHC*
k-7

(2.6)

(2.7)

where generic notation Tsc represents the intermediate
complex of tSNARE and synaptotagmin binding four Ca2+
ions, and FHC* represents the complex of FHC and synap-
totagmin binding four Ca2+ ions. It is noteworthy that re-
action (2.4) is independent from the whole process.
MUNC18 is an important regulatory protein for the sys-

tem. Current research [3, 6, 26] suggests that MUNC18 reg-
ulates the system through different modes. There are two
significantly well accepted modes: 1) MUCNC 18 asso-
ciates with syntaxin initially so that syntaxin is unavailable
for assembly into the SNARE complexes at the beginning
stage, and even later it can sequester the syntaxin (partic-
ularly, syntaxin I) from the other SNAREs; 2) MUNC18
stimulates the fusion process through associating with FHC.
We therefore have the last two reaction mechanisms formu-
lated as

k8
I*MUNC18 + FHC FHC*

k-8

2.2. Mathematical modeling

Based on the law of mass action and Michaelis-Menten
Kinetics, using conventional notation [.] to denote the con-
centration, the ODE system reads

d[SNAP25]
dt

-k1 [SNAP25] [syntaxin] + k- 1 [tSNARE]
(2.11)

d[s yntaxin] = _ki[SNAP25][syntaxin] + k-o[Smc]
dt

-ko [syntaxin] [MUNC18] + k- [tSNARE]
(2.12)

d[VAMP2] k2 [tSNARE] [VAMP2] + k-2[FHC] (2.13)
dt

d[synaptotagmin'
dt

d[complexrin]j
dt

d[MUNC18]
dt

] =-k4[synaptotagmin][Ca2 ] + k-4[CaS]
(2.14)

- k3 [FHC] [complexuin] + k5 [CaS] [FC] [Ca2+]3
k 5[FHC*][complexin] + k-3[FC] (2.15)

-ko[MUNC18][syntaxin] + k-o[Smc]

+ k-8[FHC ]-k8[MUNC18][FHC] (2.16)

d[FC]
dt

d[CT]
dt

d[CaS]
dt

(2.8)

where FHC** is the complex of MUNC18 and FHC, and it
behaves likely to FHC to help the fusion process; and

ko
MUNC18 + syntaxuin _ Smc

k0-
(2.9)

where Smc is the generic name for the intermediate com-
plex of MUNC18 and syntaxin.

Figure 3 summarizes the described reactions for fusion.
As a closure for the reaction system (2.1) (2.9), we

remark that some results [20] suggest that self-association
of syntaxin is possible such that

ei
isyntaxt'n I syntaxini

e- i
(2.10)

where i = 5, 6, 7, 8, syntaxini represents the complexes
made of i syntaxins.

According to the reaction (2.1) (2.9), we develop a
mathematical model using ordinary differential equations
(ODE) that captures how the concentrations of different
proteins and complexes vary along time and how they in-
tersect with other species.

kk3 [FHC] [complexain] + k-5 [FHC*] [complexain]

-k- 3 [FC] -k5 [CaS] [FC] [Ca +]3 (2.17)

k6 [CaS] [tSNARE] [Ca2+]3 -k-6 [CT] (2.18)

= -6 [CT] + k-7 [FHC*] -k7 [CaS] [FHC] [Ca2+]3
+ k5 [FHC* ] [complexin]- k5 [CaS] [FC] [Ca2+]3
-k6 [CaS] [tSNARE] [Ca2+]3- k-4[CaS]
+ k4 [synaptotagmin] [Ca2+] (2.19)

d[S
= ko[MUNC18][syntaxin]- k-o[Smc] (2.20)

dt
d[tSNARE] ki[SNAP25][sytaxin] + k22[FHC] + k66[CT]

dt

d[FHC]
dt

d[FHC ]

dt

- k- 1 [tSNARE]- k2 [tSNARE] [VAMP2]

-k6 [CaS] [tSNARE] [Ca2+]3 (2.21)

k2 [tSNARE] [VAMP2] + k-3 [FC] + k-8 [FHC*]
+ k-7 [FHC ] - 2 [FHC]
- k3 [FHC] [complexain]- k8 [MUNC18] [FHC]
- k7 [CaS] [FHC] [Ca2+]3 (2.22)

= k [CaS] [FC] [Ca2+]3 + k7 [CaS] [FHC] [Ca2+]3
k-5 [FHC*][complexrin]-k7[FHC*] (2.23)

d[FHC ] = k8[MUNC18][FHC] -k-8[FHC ]. (2.24)
dt

The dynamics for Ca2+ in exocytosis is complex. To al-
low to exploring this model, we assume that during the fu-
sion process, concentration of Ca2+ ions at active zone is
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temporal dependent [8]. Therefore, the dynamics of Ca2+
ions around the region of fusion (active zone) are character-
ized as

d[ =k-6 [CT] + k-7 [FHC* + k-5 [FHC*] [complexin]dt
- k5 [CaS] [FC] [Ca2+]3- k4 [synaptotagmin] [Ca2+]
-k6 [CaS] [tSNARE] [Ca2+]3 + k-4 [CaS]

- k7 [CaS] [FHC] [Ca2+] 3 + S(Ca2+ ),
(2.25)

where S(Ca2+) is the recruitment source of calcium. For
the in vivo case, concentration of Ca2+ ions stays on a con-
stant level locally as both the external and internal sources
keep the balance of Ca2±, therefore (2.25) can be replaced
by

Ca2+ = Constant. (2.26)
Alternatively, if we include the effect of self-association

(2.10), the system has changes for the equation about syn-
taxin

d[syntaxsin]
dt

-ki [SNAP25] [syntaxin] + k-o [Smc]

+ k- 1 [tSNARE]- ko [syntaxsin] [MUNC18]
8 8

-S7i [syntaxin]] + E C-i [syntaxini]
i=5 i=5

(2.2-

FHr

MU7C13 + "I
FHQ ±complexin

+ / CT

t -Ff**

SNAP25 + syntaxzn tSIVAREM+AMP2

30?'
CaS

synaptoagmin+ Ca2t

Fig 3. The whole process of fusion used in the mathe-
matical model is shown. One direction arrows and symbol
of " + " represent the reaction between proteins, ions and
complexes, while full direction arrows connect two parts
of a single reaction. It is noticeable that, topologically, the
whole process is a combination of three interacting linear
streams, instead of a single linear stream.

more precise, we ought to consider their diffusion effect, so
7) that system (2.31) is modified as

and the system have other four supplementary equations de-
scribing the dynamics of self-associated complexes:

d[syritaxrin] Ei [syntaxin]- c-i [syntaxini] (2.28)
dt

wherei = 5,6,7,8.
Straightforward algebra shows this ODE system

(2.11) (2.25)/(2.26) complies with the detailed bal-
ance principle and conservation of mass. For instance, the
only products of the reactions involving MUNC1 8 are Smc
and FHC**, thus the change of concentration of MUNC18
are only relevant to the concentration of that two com-
plexes. We therefore investigate the subsystem involving
MUNC18, Smc and FHC**

d ([Smc] + [MUNC18] + [FHC**] = 0dt Vc
=>,[MUNC18](t) = [MUNC18](0) -[Smc](t) -[FHC**](t)

(2.29)

since there are no Smc and FHC** initially, and it is consis-
tent with the biological principle.

Denote all of the variables (concentrations) in (2.11)
(2.25)/(2.26) by a vector U so that the ODE system is
rewritten in a compact way

dU= f(U) (2.30)dt

where f is vector of functions on the right hand side of each
equations. Some complexes are large enough so that to be

dU= f(U) +Du AU
dt

(2.31)

where Du stands for the vector of diffusion coefficients of
proteins, complexes and ions. Study of reaction diffusion
equations (2.32) would be more interesting for some spe-
cific cases (in our unpublished work [31]).

3. Parameter identification and stability anal-
ysis

3.1. Parameter recovery

To compare the ODE model with experimental results,
and understand the nature of the process of fusion, it is
crucial to have accurate parameter estimated. Among dif-
ferent methods of parameter identification, the technique of
inverse problem takes advantage on two issues: the quantity
of data it requires is small, and it guarantees the uniqueness
and efficiency [14].

As well known and widely accepted machineries, reac-
tions (2.1) and (2.2):

SNAP25+syntaxin
l

' tSNARE+VAMP2
2

' FHC

are fundamental for membrane fusion, and understand-
ing them helps studying the quantitative nature of fu-
sion and supports insight on the exocytosis with respect
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to SNARE proteins. Therefore, in this present work, we
mainly study the behavior of a subsystem involving only
proteins SNAP25, syntaxin and VAMP2, which reads

d[SNAP25]
dt

- ki [SNAP25] [syntaxin] + k-1 [tSNARE]

d[sydtaxin] =-k1 [SNAP25] [syntaxin] + k-1 [tSNARE]
dt

d[VAMP2] =-k2 [tSNARE] [VAMP2] + k-2[FHC]
dt

d[tSNARE] k= [SNAP25] [sytaxin] + k-2 [FHC]
dt

k- 1 [tSNARE] -k2 [tSNARE] [VAMP2]

d[FHC] k2 [tSNARE] [VAMP2] -k-2 [FHC].
dt

(3.1)

and the framework of parameter identification is set based
on (3.1).

There are two categories of unknown parameters in the
ODE system, one is the initial concentration of different
types of proteins and another is the reaction rate. According
to the experimental data [17], we set the initial condition for
system (3.1) to be:

[SNAP25] (0) = [syntaxin] (0) = 9[VAMP2] (0) = 9/m/L
[tsanre] (0) = [FHC](0) = 0,

where symbol [u] (0) means the concentration of u at time
t = 0.

To measure the fusion process, one uses fluorescence
intensity in the experiments. To connect the concentra-
tion of core complex (FHC, FHC*, FHC**) to the flu-
orescence intensity, we assumes there exists an opera-

tor mapping the concentration of FHC (FHC*, FHC**)
onto the space of fluorescence intensity x(t), i.e. x(t) =

C([FHC], [FHC*], [FHC**]) where C is assumed to be
a linear operator according to [19]:

x(t) = cl [FHC*] + C2 [FHC**] + C3 [FHC] (3.2)

where ci, (i = 1, 2, 3) are unknown constants and belong to
some affective interval (alternatively, c is probably a nonlin-
ear operator with respect to initial intensity, concentration
and time such as c = c(x(0), t, [FHC])).

Based on the (3.2), we assume that the generated inten-
sity of fluorescence due to fusion is

xg(t) = [FHC](t) c (3.3)

and the measured intensity of fluorescence is

x(t) = xg(t) +xo(t) (3.4)

where xo (t) is a constant supply for fluorescence. By (3.4),
we note that

dx dxg d[FHC]
=c (3.5)

dt dt dt
Employing (3.3) and (3.5) in the system (3.1), denote

[SNAP25] = ul, [syntaxin] = U2, [VAMP2] =
(3.6)

[tSNARE] = vi, [FHC] = V2 (X(t) = c v2(t))

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

time(s)

Fig 4. Comparison of numerical results with experimental
data from [17]. The error is about 10 -4.

the new system reads

dul
dt
dU2

dt
dU3
dt

-klUU2 + -lv

-klUU2 + -lv

-k2 V U3 + kcx

dv= kiUU2 + kcx -lkVl
dt

dt= kcva3 -k-2X
dt

(3.7)

k2U3Vi

where kc = k2 * C and kc Thus, parameter recovery

for the reactions (2.1) and (2.2) is equivalent to identify the
parameters (k±,k±2, C) of system (3.7).

To recover the appropriate reaction rates, we apply tech-
nique introduced by [16, 27, 31] to (3.7). Some useful the-
orems are presented below and their proofs are left to [31 ].

Lemma 3.1. The parameter identification of (3.7) is equivalent
to the optimization problem of

pa = arg min J(p)
UCC[O,T),p P

(3.8)
subject to A(p)U = 0

U(O) = Uo

where A(p)U = 0 is the ODE system (3.7), Uo is the initial con-

ditions, p = (k±1, k±2, c), P is the parameter space in R+ and
J(p) is regularized energy functional

J(p)
2

IU
2

(3.9)

where M and ae are Tikhonov regularization parameter [14], Q
is parameter-data mapping, Ue is experimental data, and eI _PI
is the penalty function to guarantee the positivity of reaction rates

[16].

Theorem 3.2. Suppose the solution of (3.7) U
(Ul, U2, U3, Vl,X) is smooth, where [0, T) is the observa-
tion time, given observed data on each time point in [0, T), the
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parameters identified by the inverse problem (3.8), (3.9) are
locally unique with respect to the initial condition.

Taking advantage of the assumption that all of the reac-
tion rates are constant (or at least in some intervals), the op-
timization problem (3.8) is solved through a gradient based
method, which is discussed in details in [16]. The brief al-
gorithm is sketched below:

Algorithm 3.3. ([16])
1. Given initial condition U0, solving ODE system (3.1) by fourth
order RK and mapping it on the observation data set,
2. Gradient representation: using forward difference to approxi-
mate VJ,
3. Applying steepest descent to approach the global minimum
starting with some initial guess,
4. Using adjoint scheme to approximate Hessian V2J of J,
5. Using the approximate solution given by step 2 as initial guess,
and using Quasi-Newton method with V2 J to find the appropriate
parameter.

Using the data from [17], the identified parameters are
shown in the table 1. We compare the numerical results
based on the identified parameters with experimental data
in figure 4, and the error is 10 -4.

3.2. Stability analysis

Considering the subsystem (3.7) with v2 instead of x(t),
the following analysis implies without regulatory, the final
steady state, which is the final level of the fusion, is com-
pletely dependent on the initial concentration of proteins
SNAP25, syntaxin, and VAMP2. Biologically, we conclude:
first, the system depends only on the initial concentration of
proteins; second, the system is very sensitive and rapidly
reacts to the environment.

Define
Cl = Ul (0) -U2 (0), C2 = 3 (0), C3 = l (0) (3.10)

and,
K k-1 k2 k-2 .1K ,p= ,q= (3.11)

k1 k1 k1
recalling (3.6) we have conclusion as the lemma following:

Lemma 3.4. Based on the reaction rates recovered from experi-
mental data and the references, assume the initial concentration
of SNAP25 and syntaxin are same such that cl = 0, denote
K = kk-l' provided k-2 << k2, there are two stable steady
states:
if C2 > C3,

(0, 0, C2- C3, 0, C3); (3.12)
otherwise

K + vK2 _ 4K(c2 -c3)]3 [ K + K2 _4K(c2 -c3)],

0, C3 C2 K + VK2 _ 4K(C2 C3)], C2)

(3.13)
If C2 C3, the steady state degenerates to (0, 0, 0, 0, C3), which is
stable.

More interesting, without the assumption of same initial
concentration of SNAP25 and syntaxin, stability analysis of
system implies:

Theorem 3.5. Based on the reaction rates recovered from ex-
perimental data and the references, provided k-i << ki where
i = 1, 2, there arefour steady states:
(i) ifcl < 0 andc3 > c2, the steady state is (0, C,0 C3- C2, C2)
and it is stable locally;
(i) ifci < 0 andc3 < c2, the steady state is (0,-Cl, C2 c3, 0, c3)
and it is a stable node locally;
(i) if cl > 0 and C3 > C2+ cl, the steady state is (Cl, 0, 0, C3
C2- Cl, C2) and it is stable locally;
(i) if Cl > 0, C3 < C2 + cl, and C3 > cl the steady state is
(Cl, 0, C2 + Cl-c3, ,C 3- cl) and it is a stable node locally.

For more general case, the reaction ratio K := k 1 and
concentrations of SNARE proteins and complexes are in the
same order so that a more version for theorem 3.5 is

Theorem 3.6. According to the experimental data given by flu-
orescence assays and measurement of single molecule, reaction
ratios hold

K := 1 C (10-Mb,10-1M)ki
and

K': =k-2 10 10M.
k2

The steady states are

P1 = (0, -Cl, C2 -C3, 0, C3), if cl < o andC3 < C2

P2 = (Cl, 0, C2 + Cl-c3, 0, C3-cl), if Cl >0 , C3 < c2 + Cl,

and C3 > Cl
(3.14)

and if C3 > C2 and C3 > C2 + Cl

P3 = (Ua, U -Cl, 0, C3 - -C2, C2) (3.15)

where

u [(cl -K)±i/(K Cl)2-4K(C2 C3)] (3.16)

P1, P2 are locally stable nodes, and P3 is stable locally. When
K is small sufficiently comparing to the concentrations ofSNARE
proteins and complexes, P3 evolves to

P = (, -Cl, 0, C3 -C2, C2)

P3 = l0 0, C3 - C2 -Cl, C2)-
(3.17)

Lemma 3.4, theorem 3.5 and theorem 3.6 imply many
deep natures of the fusion process; while numerical ex-
periments imply that the behaviors of fundamental system
match the known facts in both vitro and vivo (refer to figure
3.8 and 4). We hereafter present an interesting result based
on it, which matches the well known experimental facts:

Corollary 3.7. For the fundamental system involving SNAP25,
syntaxin and VAMP2, preformed assays take advantage over the
sequential one: first, preincubation advances reaction rates; sec-
ond, preincubation support more fusion than sequential assays.

Remark 3.8. In vivo, tSNARE is already preformed in
the plasmic membrane; and carried by vesicles, vSNARE
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TABLE 1. reaction rates for fundamental system

numerical interval
4.4 x 103M- 8-1 1
3.7594 x 10-6 -1
3.6 x 104M- 8-1 1
1.96383 X 10-48-
1.235137 cdl(MIL)

6A4 preformed

62

sequentially added

0> 10 20 30 40 so EO
time (m)

Fig 5. Comparison of numerical results and analysis with
the experimental results: embedded plot is the experimental
data from [23].

(VAMP2 in our case) binds with it to generate fusion.
Therefore, theorem 3.5 and 3.6 imply that the fundamen-
tal mechanism of fusion process is determined by the initial
concentrations of tSNARE v1 and vSNARE (VAMP2) u3.
The final fusion level depends on the one with smaller con-
centration among those SNARE proteins and complexes. In
figure 6, we compare this theoretical results with numerical
simulation and experimental fact.

Remark 3.9. Theorem 3.5, 3.6 and corollary 3.7 sug-
gest that in vivo, there should not exist many free SNARE
proteins such as SNAP25 and syntaxins, most of the
SNARE proteins are already preincubation (preformed) into
tSNAREs on the plasmic membrane.

4. Conclusion and discussion

In this study, we present a framework for modeling pro-
tein interaction network which are involved exocytotic pro-
cess. The framework is based on classic chemical kinetic
model that generates insights into system dynamics and
stability. The computational experiments and mathematical
analysis reveal that the frame reconstruct biological experi-
mental observation successfully and is able to provide use-
ful predictions.
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Fig 6. Donor vesicles containing the vSANRE VAMP, ac-
ceptor vesicles containing either no protein (protein free, no
tSNARE) or preformed tSNAREs. Picture embedded in the
plot is from [30].
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